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While videoconferencing is prevalent, concurrent participation channels are limited. People experience
challenges keeping up with the discussion, and misunderstanding frequently occurs. Through a formative
study, we probed into the design space of providing real-time transcripts as an extra communication space for
video meeting attendees. We then present MeetScript, a system that provides parallel participation channels
through real-time interactive transcripts. MeetScript visualizes the discussion through a chat-alike interface
and allows meeting attendees to make real-time collaborative annotations. Over time, MeetScript gradually
hides extraneous content to retain the most essential information on the transcript, with the goal of reducing
the cognitive load required on users to process the information in real time. In an experiment with 80 users
in 22 teams, we compared MeetScript with two baseline conditions where participants used Zoom alone
(business-as-usual), or Zoom with an adds-on transcription service (Otter.ai). We found that MeetScript
significantly enhanced people’s non-verbal participation and recollection of their teams’ decision-making
processes compared to the baselines. Users liked that MeetScript allowed them to easily navigate the transcript
and contextualize feedback and new ideas with existing ones.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The demand for remote work and online meetings within and between distributed teams has
significantly grown in recent years. Task-oriented online meetings on complex group projects
happen every day over videoconferencing platforms [15, 55]. For example, Zoom has 300 million
daily meeting participants as of March 2021, a 2900% increase from December 2019 [7].
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Fig. 1. MeetScript User Interface.MeetScript supports group video meetings through (A) a Video Panel
and (C) an Interactive Transcript Panel. Users’ conversations are transcribed in real-time and displayed in a
chat-alike interface through transcript bubbles (C1). Users have a suite of options to interact and contribute to
the conversation unobtrusively through the transcript. Users can highlight (C2), like, edit, tag, and comment
on each transcript bubble (C3). To help users process the most essential information, transcript bubbles
without user interaction gradually disappear over time (C6). Users can navigate the transcript using the
Interaction Heatmap (C4) and Interaction History Panel (C5).

With the boom of videoconferencing in both workspace and educational settings, it is critical to
identify opportunities on how to best support video meeting experiences. Prior work has shown
that video meetings introduce challenges in participation, transparency, and efficiency for several
reasons. First, videomeetings exacerbate the problemswith active participation in group discussions.
Although prior work has shown that active participation from attendants is essential to make a
discussion effective [22, 58], reasons such as information loss and conformance pressure prevent
people from actively contributing [37, 40]. Second, turn-taking and back-channeling become more
challenging in video meetings. The lack of physical proximity and the absence of social cues in
video meetings make it difficult for attendees to interrupt the main communication channel to
contribute to the discussion [17, 24, 49, 55, 87]. Third, since multi-tasking is frequent [15], and
attention span is limited [8, 53], online meeting attendants often miss content, get lost in long
monologues and struggle to keep up with the conversations [87].
To address the challenges around active participation and keeping up with long conversations,

one line of work explores post-meeting support, e.g., dashboards that provide summaries or visual-
izations of group dynamics to help members reflect on their meeting performance [16, 72, 73, 86].
Other work provides in-situ support through augmenting meeting attendants’ facial expressions
[21, 39, 62] and providing parallel chat [74]. However, parallel chat messages in video meetings can
be distracting since they are disconnected from the discussion context [74]. Showing transcripts
and captions in real-time is beneficial for understanding educational videos [31, 50] and verbal
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conversations e.g., in cross-cultural understanding [35] and meetings involving people with disabil-
ities [47]. However, it remains an open question whether real-time transcripts can be an effective
communication space that provides parallel communication channels for meeting attendants.
In text-based communication, e.g., discussion forums and chats, researchers have explored

collaborative sense-making techniques, such as inserting comments and tags [95] to help discussants
keep up with the long textual content. In this work, we build off prior research on structuring and
visualizing documents [71] and collaborative annotation techniques for making sense of text-based
chats [36, 66, 95]. We consider how to apply these techniques in situ to enrich video meeting
experiences. We explore ways meeting participants can view real-time transcripts in a structured
way, interact with the transcripts to insert new ideas, mark up important content, express confusion,
and keep up with the conversation through a collaborative tangible document. We also explore
ways to provide essential information to users while not overwhelming them.

From a speed-dating study with 22 participants, we validated the user needs that many intervie-
wees reported a lack of channels to express ideas, show confusion and connect new topics with
existing ones. Participants also found it challenging to manage to speak and listen at the same time
and keep track of conversational threads. We probed into participants’ preferences and concerns
about facilitating video meetings with real-time transcripts as a parallel participation space. We
found that participants liked the idea of using the transcripts as a way of participation. They wanted
diverse interactions that adapted to their situational needs. They emphasized that such transcripts
should not place an extra cognitive load on them and that the readability of the transcript matters
to them.
Based on the findings, we iteratively develop MeetScript, a system that leverages real-time

transcripts to support active participation in group video meetings (Figure 1). MeetScript provides a
real-time transcript interface, visualizing the conversation through a chat-alike interface to ensure
that the transcript is readable and aligns with users’ conversation flow. MeetScript provides a suite
of interactions for users to collaboratively like, highlight, comment, tag, and edit each transcript
bubble. As the meeting progresses, MeetScript gradually hides extraneous information to keep
essential information on the transcript, with the goal of reducing the cognitive load required on
users to process the information in real-time. Finally, MeetScript visualizes the participation density
in an "Interaction Heatmap" and an "Interaction History Panel".

To evaluate the effectiveness of MeetScript on enhancing meeting participation and understand-
ing, we conducted a between-subjects experiment with 80 users in 22 teams. Participants were
randomly assigned to three conditions, including MeetScript and two baselines. The first baseline is
a business-as-usual meeting setup using Zoom with optional note-taking software such as Google
Docs. The second baseline adopts a widely used live transcription service, Otter.ai [1], as an add-on
to Zoom. Otter.ai supports basic collaborative annotations on a live transcript. We found that users
in MeetScript demonstrated significantly more non-verbal participation through the transcript
compared to the Zoom (p=0.005) and Zoom+Otter.ai conditions (p=0.007). Importantly, MeetScript
users regarded their team members’ transcript-based interactions as valuable contributions to the
discussion, whereas Zoom+Otter.ai users did not. MeetScript users showed better recollection of
their team’s decision-making processes and individual team members’ ideas than the two baselines.
MeetScript users displayed entirely different sentiments towards using transcripts to facilitate
video meetings in contrast to Zoom+Otter.ai users. Specifically, MeetScript users considered the
transcripts to be more helpful in expressing their opinions, understanding their teammates’ ideas,
increasing the transparency of the conversation, resolving misunderstandings, and reviewing and
synthesizing previous discussions compared to the Zoom+Otter.ai users.
We consider the design and development of MeetScript to be a first step in extending the

communication space to support active participation and understanding in video meetings. We
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provide both quantitative and qualitative evidence that live transcripts can be used as an extra
communication space when the system visualizes transcripts through a readable interface that
aligns with the conversation flow, invites contextualized and low-effort user interactions, and
embeds information filtering mechanisms that help users locate important information.

2 RELATEDWORK
We review previous research on the challenges around active participation in group meetings,
especially video meetings. We summarize existing tools that support active participation in virtual
meetings, tools to support back-channeling and transcript-based interactions, and collaborative
sense-making techniques to support text-based communication.

2.1 Challenges on Active Participation in Physical and Video Group Meetings
2.1.1 Participation Challenges in Group Meetings. Group meetings are events where participants
discuss, negotiate, present, and create materials together in a communicative manner [45, 81]. To
be effective in these meetings, it is important for participants to actively participate [60], including
expressing ideas and asking questions [81]. However, prior work has summarized the challenges
that prevent people from actively participating. First, marginalized groups may face difficulties in
engaging in the discussion [33, 45]. Second, people lack channels to contribute without interrupting
the flow of the conversation [51]. Third, active participation requires adequate information exchange
and sufficient understanding among participants [70]. This can be hard to achieve when participants
have difficulty keeping up with all the information being exchanged in the discussion. As a result,
people may be unable to participate and contribute effectively [9].

2.1.2 Participation Challenges Specific to Group Video Meetings. Online video meeting environ-
ments exacerbate many of the problems identified above [29, 44, 55, 63, 91]. For example, inter-
locutors cannot fully observe their partner’s physical environment [87], and non-verbal cues are
often absent, making it difficult for meeting participants to intervene [25, 76], and talking-over-
each-other is more likely to happen [76]. Additionally, misunderstandings may occur [21, 44, 85],
since there are not sufficient communication channels for attendees to clarify concepts compared
to in-person meetings [17]. Recent research shows that compared to in-person meetings, people in
videoconferencing are more likely to miss parts of a meeting because of interruptions, distractions,
and multitasking [15, 46, 82]. In summary, in group video meetings, people face more difficulties in
participating actively, observing turn-taking rules, building mutual understanding, and keeping up
with the conversation.

2.2 Tools to Increase Participation in Online Video Meetings
2.2.1 Tools to Support Participation Awareness Post Meetings. One line of work focuses on providing
post-meeting support through dashboards and visualizations to increase users’ awareness of their
engagement levels[72, 73]. For example, Coco visualizes user attention, participation, and speech
overlaps after a meeting to raise user awareness of conversational dynamics [73]. MeetingCoach
provides a post-meeting dashboard that shows engagement, tone, and speaking patterns [72].
However, these tools only help users understand their participation levels and patterns after
meetings and do not assist with real-time participation.

2.2.2 Tools to Support In-situ Participation. Tools are also designed to help people keep up with
the conversation in situ. One line of studies supports participation in video meetings by simulating
the face-to-face meeting experience by amplifying expressions and body language, as well as
strengthening visual cues [62, 64]. For instance, MeetingCues uses emojis and emotion visualiza-
tion to support situational awareness and reflection [6]. Existing commercial videoconferencing
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platforms use emojis, raising hands, and polls to support non-verbal participation from meeting
attendants. However, research has shown that such interaction mechanisms can be delayed, are
not contextualized in the conversation, and thus less useful [21, 49, 52, 90]. Other work aims
to improve participation by increasing participants’ group awareness in real-time [16, 46]. For
example, TalkTraces identifies emerging discussion topics, generates future meeting agendas, and
visualizes group dynamics. As a result, attendants are motivated to participate and engage more in
the discussion [16].

2.2.3 Back-channeling and Concurrent Feedback. In computer-mediated communication, prior
work has emphasized the importance of enabling meeting attendants to offer immediate feedback
to each other, which is also referred to as concurrent feedback or "back-channel" feedback[23].
Concurrent feedback refers to nonverbal acts used by attendees to show that they are actively
listening and participating in the discussion, such as nodding or making non-lexical utterances [23].
Almost all commonly used video meeting platforms, e.g., Zoom, and Google Meet provide parallel
chat features [11], which enable questions, clarifications, posting resources, etc [10]. However,
prior work shows that parallel chats can easily cause distraction and off-topic discussions [74]
because they lack references to the audio and video context [74]. Contextualized feedback has
been explored in a live presentation setting. For example, PeerPresents enables students to offer
and receive feedback synchronously during presentations [77, 89]. These studies emphasized the
importance of providing contextualized feedback to make the feedback more useful, which is also
suggested in learning sciences literature with regard to the properties that make feedback effective
[65].

In summary, prior work aiming to provide in-situ participation support in video meetings does
not focus on extending the communication space for meeting attendants, and existing parallel
channels in video meetings do not contextualize users’ chat messages with existing discussions.
Prior studies on feedback show that contextualized and localized feedback is more beneficial for
synchronous conversations such as live presentations.

2.3 The Promise of Using Transcripts As an Extra Communication Space in Video
Meetings

One challenge that hinders people from participating actively in meetings is that they can not keep
up with the discussion [70]. One commonmethod of keeping up with discussions in online meetings
is note-taking. However, taking deliberate notes during meetings can be cognitively challenging
and distracting [69]. Research has shown that users can be overwhelmed by note-taking and do
not have the cognitive capacity to think critically and encode the ideas being exchanged during a
discussion [30, 32].
Providing users with transcripts and captions in real-time has been found beneficial for them

to understand verbal conversations or video content. For example, live transcripts were found to
benefit cross-cultural understanding [35, 66], and educational video comprehension [38]. However,
at the same time, prior work has shown that searching for information and navigating a long
transcript document can be difficult, especially during real-time conversations [43, 50, 67, 68]. Most
existing videoconferencing platforms provide real-time transcripts to enhance accessibility. Apart
from built-in transcription services, add-on transcription tools have the potential to provide an
extra communication space for users to annotate content and assign tasks. For example, Otter.ai
[1] is a widely adopted transcription service connected to Zoom. It provides a live transcript with
annotation features, enabling users to mark important content, as shown in Figure 3. However,
research showed that people mostly used this for post-meeting transcription and review purposes
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[20]. It remains an open question whether live transcripts can be an effective communication space
that provides in-situ parallel communication channels for meeting attendants.

2.4 Information Organization and Collaborative Sense-making for Textual Interactions
Prior research has suggested ways to visualize long and verbose documents in a more readable
fashion, including chunking long documents into smaller pieces [61], and increasing the interactivity
of the reading interface [71]. More recent work explored social annotation methods to help groups
of people collaboratively make sense of a piece of content, e.g., enabling tagging in online forums
[36]. In text-based communication, e.g., real-time chats, researchers have explored a variety of
collaborative sense-making techniques to help people refer back and forth in long conversations
[83, 95, 96]. One notable system is Tilda, which allows users to tag chat messages in Slack as a
way to collaboratively summarize and make sense of the conversation[95]. Other studies also
showed the benefits of visualization techniques in helping people navigate textual conversations.
For example, ConTovi used a text-mining technique to visualize topic change [28], and T-cal
disentangled interleaving conversations [34].
In addition to text-based communication, researchers have looked into methods that enable

users to navigate or process transcripts easily. For example, researchers explored having learners
collaboratively annotate the transcripts of educational videos and found that highlighted keywords
in transcripts supported learners’ comprehension [31, 32, 48, 84]. Researchers have also explored
methods to present reduced information from a transcript, e.g., summaries or keywords in contrast
to the full transcript, but found that the reduced version may introduce new misunderstandings
[78]. Previous work pointed out that providing more visual cues in the textual transcript can reduce
the cognitive load on transcript navigation [50, 93].

As a Summary of existing work, research has shown that problems in video meetings persist.
Participation channels are limited, concurrent feedback is often missing, and it can be challenging
for people to take turns and keep up with the heightened discussion effectively. Existing systems
have not done a satisfying job of providing group members enough opportunities and channels to
engage in the conversation and keep up with and understand the discussion in real-time. Existing
back-channeling interfaces do not allow meeting attendants to contextualize messages or help them
make sense of the information. Although live transcripts are mundane in most videoconferencing
platforms now, they are mainly designed to enhance accessibility and for post-meeting reviews.
It remains an open question whether live transcripts can be an effective communication space
that provides in-situ parallel communication channels for meeting attendants. Inspired by prior
work on collaborative sense-making techniques in text-based communication, in this work, we
explore ways to enrich video meetings with interactive real-time transcripts and, at the same time,
techniques to reduce the cognitive load required on users to process such parallel information in
real time.

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
As shown in prior work, live transcripts can help people catch up with the content in video
meetings. However, dense transcripts may present an extra cognitive load on users when they are
engaged in a conversation. The goal of the formative study is to 1) validate user needs around
active participation and understanding and 2) probe into users’ preferences and concerns on using
transcripts to facilitate video meetings.

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Design Concepts and Storyboards. Although live transcripts are mundane in most videocon-
ferencing platforms, they are mainly designed to enhance accessibility and support post-meeting
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reviews. It remains an open question of how to design real-time transcripts to make them effective
parallel participation channels for video meetings without distracting or overwhelming users. In
this study, we designed scenarios using storyboards to explore when and how meeting attendants
may want to use transcripts. We consider storyboards to be a useful tool in probing the design
space for videoconferencing tools since they help participants visualize the scenario quickly. We
iteratively improved the storyboards to ensure that they neutrally reflect the design concepts and
can stimulate discussion among participants[59]. 10 storyboards were used in the formative study.
Each storyboard describes a problem scenario that occurs in a video meeting, possible design
solutions, and hypothetical outcomes. Figure 2 shows an example. We initially created 20 story-
boards and narrowed them down to 10 by grouping similar ideas. The ten storyboards specifically
focused on how users might interact with transcripts during synchronous meetings, and many of
the interaction mechanisms were inspired by prior work on document visualization [54, 61] and
social annotation tools [95]. The whole list of storyboards used can be found in the supplementary
materials. A brief version is shown in Table 4 in the Appendix.

Fig. 2. Storyboard 10: Highlight what is important in the live transcript when speaking. Participants
thought this could help them keep up with the conversation and quickly get the key ideas.

3.1.2 Procedures. We recruited participants through social media, including Reddit and Twitter.
Participants were asked to fill out a short screening survey about their past online meeting experi-
ences. There were 30 valid responses, and we scheduled the speed-dating study with 22 participants.
The formative study was conducted (13 males, 9 females, average age at 28) over Zoom. All of
the participants have used Zoom extensively. The demographic information is shown in Table. 3.
In each session, we first showed participants the interface of Otter.ai [1], which is a widely used
transcription service. Otter.ai provides real-time transcripts with basic annotation and note-taking
features, as shown in Figure. 3. The rationale of showing participants Otter.ai is to give them a
concrete idea of what might a real-time interactive transcript panel look like and how they may be
able to interact with it. This makes it easier for the participants to read and evaluate our design
concepts subsequently.

A researcher then presented the storyboards in a random order through screen sharing. For each
storyboard, the researcher introduced the scenario and the solution and gave participants time
to read. Participants were then asked to share their thoughts on each solution. The speed-dating
interviews lasted for an average of 75.6 minutes. The study is IRB approved, and each participant
received 25 dollars as compensation. The interviews were transcribed and two researchers used the
Affinity Diagram approach [57] to analyze the data. In the analysis, two researchers rearranged all
quotes iteratively based on emerging affinity to one another through communication and critique.
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Fig. 3. Otter.ai Interface. (1) It provides a live transcript of a Zoom meeting. Users can highlight the
document. (2) A takeaway panel integrates user highlights. Users can add comments to the highlights they
marked in this panel.

We grouped users’ feedback, including their preferences and concerns, on each design solution as
shown in the storyboards and narrowed down the design space.

3.2 Findings
We found participants interested in using transcript-based interactions to insert ideas and give
feedback. We found making the interaction anonymous could help some users. Besides, the study
revealed participants’ concerns with high cognitive load in using transcripts.

3.2.1 Transcripts can help me keep up with the conversation. Almost all interviewees shared that
real-time transcripts could help them keep up with the conversation. U13 said, "You know, before I
speak, I cannot pay attention to what others are talking about. But if I can review what others talked
about through transcripts. That’s great.". Besides, people thought it would help them focus on the
discussion without stressing about missing some content. U22 said, "Since I already pinned the whole
transcript, I only need to take down the most salient points.

3.2.2 Transcripts-based interactions may help me participate concurrently. Participants described
scenarios when they wanted to use transcript-based interactions.
Transcript-based interaction as a way of parallel communication. Participants thought

transcript-based interactions could be an effective parallel communication channel to signal the
speaker that they were paying attention. As U1 mentioned, "In online meetings, only one person can
speak at a time. Then what you showed in the storyboard, you can react on the transcript using emojis,
like, and dislike, which can be a way to communicate attitudes. You don’t need to unmute yourself. It’s
more convenient. ” Some people thought it is user-friendly to less-vocal people, as U15 said, "As
someone who doesn’t want to speak up in a group discussion, I will be more comfortable interacting
with the transcript. I always feel difficult to find an opportunity to speak.”
Show confusion and ask questions through transcript In the storyboards, we propose

designs where users can annotate the transcript in real-time to show confusion. Participants liked
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to have more ways to express confusion, as U4 said, "I like the way of highlighting my confusing
part in the transcript to show that I don’t understand it. " Participants liked using transcript to
contextualize their questions, as U18 said, "I can imagine there is a space to connect chat messages
with the transcript. People usually send questions in the chat. And like what you show, you can add a
question below a turn on the transcript. Then everyone knows what your question refers to. ”
Provide anonymous channels for participation. Many participants mentioned that they

wanted to have more anonymity during the discussion. U9 said, "I like the anonymous comment
feature you mentioned. I think anonymity is a basic feature, that is, in all interactions except speaking,
users can choose to be anonymous or not." Providing anonymous communication spaces could be
especially useful for certain groups of users, as U7 noted, "I am hesitant to express my confusion during
small group project meetings because I am worried that other students will think I am not intelligent
enough to do well in the course. As the only non-native speaker in the group, I feel embarrassed to ask
questions. However, if the option to ask anonymously was available, I would certainly seek clarification."

Provide diverse interaction methods on the transcript. It is important to note that partici-
pants expressed a need for diverse ways of interacting with the transcript, as U12 said, "It’s hard
to say I prefer which interaction. I found different interactions can target different needs. I can easily
highlight something to show what I am paying attention to, while I can assign a tag to a transcript
message to summarize the conversation when needed. It depends on what kind of meetings we have. "
This suggests that offering a variety of interaction options may improve user experience.

3.2.3 The readability of the transcript will influence my use. When showing people the Otter.ai
interface, participants mentioned their concerns that it would add extra cognitive load to them to
read the full transcript. Besides, they worried about the accuracy of the transcript. Many participants
emphasized the challenges of reading the full transcript, as U2 mentioned, "I don’t usually open the
transcript in Zoom when I have meetings with others. I don’t think I have time to read the transcript
during the discussion. And you know that finding some specific information in the long and less
organized transcript is time-consuming." Some participants thought simplifying the information
matters, as U22 mentioned, "Only useful information kept in the transcript is enough. I do not need to
review all the transcripts. "

3.3 Summary of Design Goals
Based on our formative study and prior research, we summarized the design requirement when
using real-time transcripts to enrich video meeting experiences:

• Make it easier for users to navigate and locate information on the transcripts.
• Present the essential information on the transcript without adding extra cognitive load on
the users.

• Provide a variety of interaction methods with the transcript so that users have a choice.
• Enable people to participate anonymously.

4 MEETSCRIPT: ENHANCING VIDEO MEETING PARTICIPATION AND
UNDERSTANDING THROUGH AN INTERACTIVE REAL-TIME TRANSCRIPT

Based on the design requirements, we developed MeetScript, a web-based system that provides
transcript-based interactions to support active participation and understanding in video meetings.
An overview of the MeetScript system is shown in Figure.1.

MeetScript’s front-end interface has three components: 1) a video panel similar to traditional
videoconferencing platforms; 2) a task panel for users to upload meeting agendas; 3) an interac-
tive transcript panel. The interactive transcript panel provides a real-time transcription of users’
speeches, powered by the Microsoft Azure Speech-to-text API [2]. Different from live transcription
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in existing videoconferencing platforms, MeetScript visualizes the discussion in a chat-alike inter-
face, differentiating users’ own messages from other attendants’ messages. MeetScript supports a
suite of interactions on each transcript bubble (Figure 4, including edit (A), tag(B), comment(C),
and highlight(D), like (E). The transcript bubbles enable users to contextualize their feedback and
comments, addressing the challenges of concurrent communication identified in prior work where
chat messages were disconnected from the discussion [74]. To satisfy the design requirement of
not overloading users, MeetScript implements two mechanisms to keep essential information on
the transcript. First, transcript bubbles without any user interaction will disappear after 3 minutes.
Second, MeetScript provides an Interaction Heatmap and an Interaction History Panel for users
to locate information more easily. The design of MeetScript went through several rounds of pilot
testing. The goal is to ensure the transcript is interactive, readable, and reviewable. We will describe
the detailed design and implementation below.

4.1 Visualize Transcript through a Chat-alike Interface
To reduce the cognitive load for users to read the transcript during a conversation, we chunked the
transcript into short and readable pieces. Using the Azure Speech-to-text service [2], MeetScript
identifies a single utterance in one’s speech by the duration of silence and then puts every single
utterance into a transcript bubble. Transcript bubbles are visualized in a way that resembles a com-
monly used chat interface. MeetScript recognizes speakers by the user token in their corresponding
web browsers. On the one hand, it differentiates from existing transcription services by providing a
clear structure of the document; On the other hand, the transcript bubbles become the basic unit
for collaborative interactions, which enables contextualized feedback.

4.2 Contextualize Concurrent Feedback Through Transcript-based Interactions
MeetScript provides a suite of five interaction options, as shown in Figure 4. The five options are
inspired by prior work on collaborative sense-making in text-based communication [31, 83, 95]. We
consider different options to enable users to engage at different effort levels during a conversation.
First, MeetScript enables users to "edit" a transcript bubble when they catch mistakes, as shown
in Figure 4(A). To help users extract high-level information from transcripts, users can create
customized tags and append a tag to a transcript bubble (Figure 4(B)). Tags help people summarize
ideas from the conversation. One tag can be repeatedly added to a bubble, and the interface will
show a count. To help users insert new ideas and ask and answer questions, MeetScript supports
contextualized commenting (Figure 4(C)), which addresses the problem where chat messages and
verbal conversation are disconnected in existing parallel communication channels of videoconfer-
encing. Users’ comments are public by default (Figure 4(C1)), whereas they can choose to make a
comment private (Figure 4(C2)). MeetScript offers two interactions that require relatively lower
effort levels, "highlight" (D) and "like" (E). Users can choose different colors in highlighting. All user
interactions are seen by each other in real-time. The "edit", "tag", "highlight", and "like" interactions
are all anonymous by default.

4.3 Techniques to Keep Essential Information and Reduce Cognitive Load
Live transcripts may add extra cognitive load to users. In MeetScript, we designed mechanisms to
help users keep the most useful information.

4.3.1 Gradually Delete Transcript Bubbles without Interactions. We take users’ interaction as an
indicator of the importance of a piece of text. For transcript bubbles that do not have any user
interaction, they will disappear after 3 minutes, as shown in 5. The threshold of 3 minutes is decided
through our pilot tests. Users in the pilot study agreed that this time threshold was enough for them
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Fig. 4. A suite of interaction methods on transcript bubbles. (A) Edit. Users can add/edit/delete content.
(B) Tag. Users can define and assign tags. (C) Comment. Users can choose to send comment publicly (C1) or
privately (C2). (D) Highlight. Users can highlight texts in different colors. (E) Like. Users can use "like".

Fig. 5. Transcript bubbles that do not have any user interactions will disappear after 3 minutes.

to interact with the transcript bubbles. With the auto-disappearing feature, the content remaining
on the screen is more concise, useful, and readable.

4.3.2 Easy navigation of the transcript. To address the difficulty of searching information in tran-
scripts as identified in the formative study, we designed an "Interaction Heatmap" Figure 1(C4)
and an "Interaction History Panel" Figure 1(C5). The "Interaction Heatmap" visualizes the density
of interactions of the transcript in real time. The height of the grid in the Heatmap is computed
proportionally to the height of the transcript bubble (which indicates the length of the message).
The color of the grid becomes deeper when there are more interactions on that transcript bubble.
Any of the 5 interactions will deepen the color. Users can click on a grid to jump to a certain part
of the conversation. The "Interaction History Panel" allows users to index their own interactions.
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Specifically, users can filter content by the type of interactions, e.g., all my highlighted content. For
all transcripts that have a tag, users can filter by the content of the tag, e.g., all the content that is
tagged as "To-do". Both the Interaction Heatmap and the Interaction History Panel are designed
to reduce the cognitive load required on the users when they review the transcript to look for
information.

4.4 System Implementation
We implemented MeetScript using HTML, CSS, and Javascript in the front end and Django in
the back end. We used Django Channels (the Django integration layer) and Django-Redis (Redis
cache backend for Django) to handle the real-time updates in MeetScript. MeetScript uses the Jitsi
Meet API [3] to support videoconferencing (as shown in the video panel, Figure 1(A)). We used the
Microsoft Azure SpeechSDK [2] to provide transcription because of its high accuracy (more than
90%) [92] and good community support for deployment and customization. MeetScript collects user
audio from the client-side browser and then sends the transcript result to the database. We collect
both interim transcripts and the finalized transcripts from the SpeechSDK. MeetScript updates the
interim transcripts in real-time so that users see the transcription process while they are speaking.
When the transcript is finalized, we will stabilize the transcript bubble and start a new one. When
multiple people are speaking at the same time, the transcripts from different users will show in
different bubbles.

4.5 System Novelty
In this section, we highlight the novelty of MeetScript. The idea of using live transcripts during video
meetings is not new. Existing videoconferencing platforms such as Zoom and Google Meet have
built-in live transcription. Additionally, one widely used transcription service, Otter.ai, provides
note-taking functionalities where users can highlight texts or assign tasks on the transcript, as
shown in Fig.3. However, both prior work and our formative study point out that such transcripts
are unusable since they introduce extra cognitive load to users who are in a conversation. Existing
transcription services are mainly designed to enhance meeting accessibility and to support post-
meeting review. Challenges remain in leveraging live transcripts as a communication space for
video meeting participants.

In the design of MeetScript, we aim to increase active participation through live transcripts and
reduce the cognitive load required on users to process the information on the transcript. First, we
visualize the discussion in a chat-alike interface, making it more readable and aligning with the
verbal conversation flow. Second, the segmented transcript bubbles enable users to contextualize
their interactions, unlike traditional parallel communication methods where chat messages are
disconnected from the main discussion. Third, to further help users filter critical information and
reduce cognitive load, we introduce an auto-disappearing mechanism based on user interaction,
where transcript bubbles without interaction are auto-deleted over time. Lastly, we introduce
two techniques, namely Interaction Heatmap and Interaction History Panel, to help users quickly
navigate the conversation and locate their annotations. In summary, the design of MeetScript
introduces techniques to make live transcripts interactive and reduce the cognitive load on users to
process the information on the transcript.

5 EVALUATION STUDY
To evaluate the benefit of MeetScript in supporting active participation and understanding, we
conducted a between-subjects experiment. The study is designed to answer the following research
questions:
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• RQ1: Will MeetScript increase participation level in video meetings?
- Hypothesis 1: MeetScript introduces additional participating channels without suppressing
speech interactions.

• RQ2: How MeetScript users interact with the transcript to participate in video meetings?
• RQ3: Are transcript-based interactions perceived as valid and valuable contributions by team
members?

- Hypothesis 2: Participants in MeetScript perceive the transcript-based interactions as valid
and valuable contributions.

• RQ4: Will MeetScript help people keep up with the conversation and enhance their under-
standing of the content being discussed?

- Hypothesis 3: Groups negotiating a decision in MeetScript will show an increased under-
standing of the group decision and rationale.

- Hypothesis 4: Groups negotiating a decision in MeetScript will show an increased under-
standing of each individual member’s perspectives and rationale.

• RQ5: What are the perceived user experiences in MeetScript? What are the implications
of developing video meeting support systems to enhance participation levels and mutual
understanding?

5.1 Study Procedure
We conducted an IRB-approved between-subjects experiment. We compared MeetScript with two
baseline conditions. In each condition, participants engaged in a decision-making task. We used
system logs to quantify users’ participation levels and administered a post-survey to collect both
quantitative and qualitative data on users’ understanding of the group negotiation process and
their experiences using the system. The study procedure is shown in Fig 6.

5.1.1 Participants. We recruited 88 participants (48 males, 40 females) through mailing lists at a
large public university in the US. We selected participants who indicated that they were frequent
users of Zoom for group meetings in the recruitment screening survey. Participants were randomly
placed into groups of 4. Among the 22 groups, 12 were assigned to the MeetScript condition, and 10
were assigned to two baseline conditions. We introduced two baselines. First, a business-usual setup,
where participants met over Zoom. They had the option of using any note-taking software, e.g.,
Google Docs. Second, we used Otter.ai to provide real-time transcription service to a Zoom meeting,
where participants also had the chance to interact on the Otter.ai transcript panel. Otter.ai is a widely
used transcription service with high accuracy[4]. Through the comparison of MeetScript with
Zoom+Otter.ai, we can investigate whether the design of MeetScript can reduce the cognitive load
on users to process the transcripts in real-time. We opted to conduct the evaluation study in small
groups for two reasons. First, MeetScript is designed to foster active participation. In comparison
to large-scale meetings, small groups necessitate more proactive engagement from each participant
to ensure effective discussions [12]. Second, we explore the trade-offs between presenting users
with more information without introducing unnecessary cognitive loads on them. Transcript-based
interactions in large-scale meetings would bring in much more information since more people
would contribute. Small group meetings offer a better opportunity for us to investigate the promises
of transcript-based interactions to enhance active participation and mutual understanding.

Some participants did not show up to their assigned session, and we had a total of 80 participants
(average age = 22, 46 male and 34 female). 42 participants were in the MeetScript condition (6
groups of 4 and 6 groups of 3), 18 participants were in the Zoom condition (3 groups of 4 and 2
groups of 3 participants), and 20 participants were in the Zoom+Otter.ai condition (5 groups of 4).
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Fig. 6. The participants were randomly assigned to the three conditions,MeetScript, Zoom, and Zoom+Otter.ai.
All users across the three conditions had the same discussion task. Teams in MeetScript and Zoom+Otter.ai
received a tutorial on how to use the system at the beginning. Then all teams had their discussion task. Post
the discussion, and all teams answered a survey. The survey for MeetScript and Otter.ai conditions contained
extra questions about the transcript.

Among all participants, 34 of them were undergrad students, 28 of them were master’s students,
and 18 of them were doctoral students.

5.1.2 Discussion Task. To increase the level of information exchange, we followed task design
under the hidden profile [14, 79] and jigsaw scripting [41] paradigms. Each team member possesses
unique pieces of information, and the group needs to negotiate to make a decision. The task
resembles a course project discussion where a student team needs to brainstorm ideas and make a
decision collaboratively. The goal of the task is to propose 4 smart-building devices to install in a
university building. Each participant was assigned a persona and told they were most concerned
about one perspective (cost, sustainability, ease of use, and data privacy). Each participant was
also given an example smart-building device aligned with their persona. In the task, we asked the
participants to present their assigned smart-building device to the team and brainstorm at least one
more device that manifests their persona. With this setup, we expect to see at least 8 smart-building
devices proposed in the discussion, and the team needs to decide on 4 devices to install. The team
was asked to discuss freely, similar to the ways they had small group discussions before.

5.1.3 Experimental Procedures. In theMeetScript condition, participants were first given a 5-minute
tutorial of MeetScript. Next, they were allotted about 15 minutes of system testing time to make
sure everyone could use audio and video and have interactions on the transcript. This includes a
10-minute practice to try out the features of MeetScript. Similarly, in the Zoom+Otter.ai condition,
participants were given a tutorial on the setup and a 10-minute practice period to explore the
annotation features on Otter.ai. For the Zoom condition, since all the participants were familiar with
Zoom, there was no need for a tutorial. The experimenter spent 5-10 minutes giving introductions.
We emphasized the importance of engaging in discussion with non-verbal interactions in all three
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conditions, where we showed participants the non-verbal interaction options through screen
sharing during the onboarding time.
Participants across all three conditions then spent 5 minutes reading the task. Afterward, they

had 40 minutes for free discussion. In the end, participants answered a survey. The survey is com-
posed of three sections. The first section contains two open-ended questions asking participants to
1) summarize their group decision and rationale; 2) describe one specific team member’s arguments.
The second section contains Likert-style questions on participation and understanding levels of the
group discussion. The third section contains transcript-specific questions. Only the participants in
the MeetScript and the Zoom+Otter.ai conditions answered these questions.

The main difference between the three conditions lies in the time spent on introductions, tutorials,
and onboarding of the system. The average length of the sessions is 90 minutes for MeetScript, 75.9
minutes for Zoom+Otter.ai, and 58.5 minutes for Zoom. In all conditions, before the discussion
started, we asked participants to pay attention to their group decision outcome and rationale and
individual team members’ ideas since they’ll be asked to describe them in the post-survey. All
participants were paid at the rate of $15/hr.

5.2 Quantitative Outcome Measures
5.2.1 Measurement of Participation. To address Hypothesis 1, two types of participation were
counted: verbal participation and non-verbal participation. For all discussion sessions, we quantified
users’ verbal participation by the number of speech turns, the speaking time, and the number of
words spoken during the meeting. To quantify non-verbal participation, we counted the number
of chat messages, reactions, and polls used during the meeting. In addition, in MeetScript and
Zoom+Otter.ai sessions, we counted the number of transcript-based interactions, including the num-
ber of highlights (both), comments (both), tags(MeetScript), likes (MeetScript), edits (MeetScript),
and task assignment(Otter.ai).

5.2.2 Measurement of Understanding. To evaluate users’ understanding of their discussion process,
including the group decision and individual ideas (Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4), we developed
a coding manual to quantify participants’ understanding as reflected in the post-survey. In the
post-survey, participants were asked to answer two open-ended questions 1) summarize their group
decision and rationale; 2) describe a specific team member’s (e.g., Amy)’s arguments. The coding
manual was used to assess the quality of answers to these two questions.
One author first generated a "ground truth" answer for every session’s final decision and their

decision-making rationale by re-watching the discussion video. The "ground truth" answer was
composed of a list of bullet points, including the products included in the final proposal and the
rationale the team used to arrive at the final decision. Two authors coded all the answers and
assigned each answer a score. For a team that included 4 products in the final proposal, we gave
each product 1 point and the reasoning for choosing this product 1 point. The total possible points
were 8. We awarded points if the user’s answer aligned with the "correct" answer. We used the
ratio of each participant’s final score to the group’s total score as a normalized understanding level.
We applied the same coding process to participants’ answers describing a specific team member’s
arguments. We provided examples of coded data in the appendix 9.

We want to highlight that the outcome measure used here indicated users’ recollection of their
decision-making process (with memory aids) more than in-situ understanding. In the MeetScript
and Zoom+Otter.ai conditions, users could review the transcript when they completed the survey.
In the Zoom condition, we asked the participants to use their business-as-usual video meeting
setups. External note-taking tools are encouraged. Two groups used a Google Doc and referred to
their notes when completing the survey.
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 RQ1: Will MeetScript increase participation level? MeetScript introduces additional par-
ticipating channels without suppressing verbal interactions (Hypothesis 1 supported).
Before checking whether MeetScript increases users’ participation through the transcript, we
need first to check whether MeetScript suppresses participants’ verbal participation. We built a
mixed-effect linear regression model, with the number of turns as the dependent variable and the
conditions (MeetScript, Zoom, Zoom+Otter.ai) as the fixed effect. Considering teams’ dynamics
will influence users’ individual performance, we included a random intercept for each team. We
found that the condition did not affect the number of verbal turns a participant had in a meeting
(MeetScript versus Zoom+Otter.ai: coefficient = 1.202, Std.Err = 5.382, p = 0.823 > 0.05, MeetScript
versus Zoom: coefficient = -2.263, Std.Err = 5.439, p = 0.677 > 0.05 ). This suggests that MeetScript
does not increase or decrease a participant’s verbal participation in a video meeting. The descriptive
statistics of users’ verbal participation across the three conditions are shown in Table 1.

MeetScript Zoom Zoom + Otter.ai
mean std mean std mean std

verbal turns 22.2 10.5 21.1 9.7 24.3 7.8
time spoken 548.7 169.4 438.0 260.2 514.3 132.9
words spoken 920.6 313.4 1031.6 603.1 1043.2 525.2
transcript-based interaction 10.83 16.87 null null 0.42 0.83
other non-verbal interaction (chat/reactions) 0.28 0.53 0.55 0.92 0.63 0.95
total non-verbal interaction 11.11 16.82 0.55 0.92 1.0 1.49

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the number of verbal and non-verbal interactions per person across
three conditions.
We then compared the number of non-verbal participants across the three conditions. For

MeetScript and Zoom+Otter.ai teams, non-verbal participation was counted as the total number
of transcript-based interactions and the number of chat messages and reactions sent during the
meeting. For Zoom teams, non-verbal participation was the total count of chat messages, reactions,
and polls sent during the meeting. Using a mixed-effect linear regression model, with the non-verbal
participation counts as the dependent variable, the condition as the fixed effect, and a random
intercept for each team, we observed that users in MeetScript had significantly more non-verbal
interactions than those in Zoom + Otter.ai (coefficient = -9.54, Std.Err = 3.508, p = 0.007 < 0.05), and
also significantly more non-verbal interactions than those in Zoom (coefficient = -10.291, Std.Err =
3.626, p = 0.005 < 0.05).
Summary of findings in RQ1: The result shows that MeetScript increases users’ non-

verbal participation in the meeting through the transcript without suppressing their
verbal participation.

5.3.2 RQ2: How MeetScript users use the transcript to participate in video meetings? We further
looked into how MeetScript users used the interaction options. Overall, most groups used the "like"
feature heavily to keep track of good ideas. They also used the "highlight" feature to emphasize the
key ideas. Other interactive options were used more infrequently, especially edits, possibly because
users didn’t have enough time to edit the transcript. The usage distribution is shown in Figure 7.
To understand how users used these interactions over the course of a meeting, we present two

example sessions of MeetScript in Figure 8, which shows the interaction options that the attendants
most frequently used over time. We split each discussion into 40 equal-duration slices and then
computed the most frequently used feature in each slice. We combined log analysis with a video
recording review to demonstrate what was happening in the group when the participants used
MeetScript differently.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of the usage of transcript-based interactions in MeetScript. Interaction options
with less effort to use (like and highlight) are more frequently used.

Fig. 8. Themost frequently used interactions changed over time in two example sessions. Participants
used transcript-based interactions more often in the first three-quarters of the discussion when there were
emerging new ideas.

We found that in the first three-quarters of the meeting, the participants proposed more new
ideas, and they used the transcript-based interactions more frequently during that time. P2 in Group
9 was very active in using "like" to express her attitudes towards others’ ideas and using this to
save important ideas. Everyone in these two groups used the highlight feature frequently. From
the video recording, we observed that they often highlighted the pros and cons of a product that
was proposed by others or highlighted details in their own transcript bubble that was ignored by
others. We can also see that in Group 9, people started to comment more around the midpoint of
the discussion. Through the video recording, we found that there was a participant who dominated
the spoken channel, so others were commenting to add their opinions. Participants in Group 8 used
the tag feature during the discussion to reach a consensus. Specifically, they assigned an "Agreed
Product" tag to the products they decided to recommend. We also observed that participants used
the Interaction Heatmap and the Interaction History Panel to help them navigate the transcript.
Specifically, G9-P3 used the Heatmap to navigate the transcript frequently during the meeting.
Looking at their log data, we found that G9-P3 mainly scrolled back to the bubbles with more
annotations. We also observed that two people in Group 8 frequently opened the Interaction History
Panel to navigate to content that was highlighted by themselves.
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Summary of findings in RQ2: MeetScript users primarily utilized the "like" and "high-
light" interactions, which required lower effort. The transcript-based interactions were
used more frequently when new ideas were proposed.

5.3.3 RQ3: Are transcript-based interactions perceived as valid and valuable contributions by team
members? In previous sections, we addressed the utility of the transcript-based interactions provided
byMeetScript to support participation. There arises the question of do meeting participants perceive
their own or others’ transcript-based interactions as a valuable contribution to the conversation.
Here we present people’s ratings on their meeting experiences from the post-study survey. We
performed the Kruskal-Wallis test to compare users’ ratings between MeetScript and the two
baseline conditions. We treated users’ responses to a Likert-style question as ordinal variables.
We found that people in the MeetScript condition rated the level of group participation to be
significantly higher (p = 0.001 < 0.05) than those in Zoom (p = 0.002 < 0.05 in Dunn’s posthoc test)
and Zoom+Otter.ai conditions (p = 0.01 < 0.05 in Dunn’s posthoc test). Participants in the Zoom and
Zoom+ Otter.ai conditions showed similar perceived team participation levels (Q10, p = 0.48>0.05 in
Dunn’s posthoc test). This suggests that participants in MeetScript perceived the transcript-based
interactions to be valid and valuable contributions by team members. (The descriptive statistics of
the survey responses can be found in Table 2).
In the post-survey, we designed questions that were specific to the usage of transcripts. Only

users in the MeetScript and Zoom+Otter.ai conditions answered these questions. We ran the Mann-
Whitney U test on users’ ratings for the transcript-specific Likert-scale question for MeetScript and
Zoom + Otter.ai conditions. MeetScript users agreed that they could use highlight/comments/tags to
help them express their ideas, while most users didn’t agree with the statement in the Zoom+Otter.ai
condition (Q1, p=0.000 < 0.05). MeetScript users considered their team members were contributing
through interactions on the transcript, whereas Otter.ai users did not think this way. (Q2, p=0.000
< 0.05). Users in MeetScript enjoyed using transcript-based interactions significantly more than
those in Zoom+Otter.ai (Q3, p=0.000 < 0.05). User ratings to the survey questions are shown in
Table 2 (transcript-specific questions) (Hypothesis 2 supported).

Summary of the finding in RQ3: MeetScript users considered their teammembers’ inter-
actions on the transcript to be valuable contributions to the conversation. However, Zoom
+ Otter.ai users did not consider transcript-based interactions to be valuable contributions.

5.3.4 RQ4: Will MeetScript help people keep up with the conversation and enhance their under-
standing of the content being discussed? MeetScript Improves Users’ Understanding of their
Group Decision Reasoning (Hypothesis 3 partially supported).We built a mixed-effects linear
regression model with the participants’ final score on their answer to the question summarizing
the team’s final decision and rationale as the dependent variable (The measurement can be found
in 5.2.2), the condition (MeetScript, Zoom, and Zoom+Otter.ai) as the fixed effect, and a random
intercept for each team. The results show a trend that users in MeetScript have a better understand-
ing of the group decision (mean = 0.85, std = 0.17) than those in the Zoom+Otter.ai condition (mean
= 0.75, std = 0.24), though the difference is not statistically significant (coefficient = -0.093, p = 0.10).
We observed a significantly higher level (coefficient = -0.167, p = 0.005 < 0.05) of understanding in
MeetScript than in the Zoom condition (mean = 0.68, std = 0.26).

MeetScript Improves Users’ Understanding of Individual Members’ Ideas and Rationale
(Hypothesis 4 supported).We built a mixed-effects linear regression model with the participants’
final score on their answer to the question describing another team member’s arguments and
rationale as the dependent variable, the condition (MeetScript, Zoom, or Zoom+Otter.ai) as the
fixed effect, and a random intercept for each team. We found that the condition had a significant
effect on the level of understanding participants displayed. Specifically, MeetScript users’ answers
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MeetScript Zoom + Otter.ai Zoom
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std p

Transcript related
questions: Scale 1-5
(1= strongly disagree,
5= strongly agree)

Q1 Using highlights/comments/task assign-
ments helped me express my opinions.

3.88 0.94 2.67 1.28 \ \ 0.000***

Q2 When my teammates interacted with
the transcript, it mademe feel they were
contributing to the conversation.

4.33 0.65 2.75 1.16 \ \ 0.000***

Q3 I enjoy using the non-verbal interaction
ways provided by the tool to participate
in the discussion.

3.97 0.89 2.8 1 \ \ 0.000***

Q4 When I was confused, the transcripts
helped me understand my teammates’
ideas.

4.19 0.91 3.12 1.41 \ \ 0.004**

Q5 The transcripts increased the trans-
parency of the conversation.

4.42 0.73 3.17 1.48 \ \ 0.001**

Q6 The transcripts helped me understand
my teammates’ thoughts, e.g., what they
think was important.

4.47 0.59 3.42 1.31 \ \ 0.001**

Q7 The transcripts were distracting when I
focused on talking with my teammates

2.31 0.85 3.12 1.41 \ \ 0.099

Q8 The annotations on the transcript
helped me resolve misunderstandings
and keep up with the conversation.

3.85 0.97 2.6 1.04 \ \ 0.000***

Q9 The transcripts helped me review pre-
vious discussions and synthesize the
group’s decision.

4.59 0.49 3.67 1.34 \ \ 0.005**

General questions:
Scale 1-10

Q10 On a scale of 1-10, how would you rate
the level of participation on your team?
A score of 10 means everyone is per-
fectly focused and devoted to the con-
versation.

8.52 1.08 7.63 0.95 7.53 2.06 0.015*

Q11 On a scale of 1-10, how would you
rate the level of mutual understanding
achieved by your team? A score of 10
means you think everyone is perfectly
on the same page.

8.65 1.04 7.42 1.16 7.47 1.28 0.001**

Table 2. The descriptive statistics on the survey responses across the three conditions.

received higher score (mean = 0.84, std = 0.21) compared to those in Zoom (mean = 0.41, std =
0.29)( coefficient = -0.439, p = 0.000 < 0.05), and those in Zoom+Otter.ai (mean = 0.61, std = 0.29)
(coefficient = -0.225, p = 0.004 < 0.05). The two regression analyses show that users in MeetScript
demonstrate a better recollection of their team’s final decision and decision-making processes and
of individual team members’ arguments and rationale.

MeetScript users found the transcript to be helpful for understanding the conversation
We present people’s ratings on survey questions about their understanding of the group discussion.
We also performed Kruskal-Wallis tests to compare users’ ratings between MeetScript and the two
baseline conditions. We found that people in the MeetScript condition rated the level of mutual
understanding achieved by their team to be significantly higher (Q11: p = 0.001 < 0.05) than those
in the Zoom (p = 0.004 < 0.05 in Dunn’s posthoc test) and the Zoom+Otter.ai (p = 0.010 < 0.05 in
Dunn’s posthoc test) conditions, while the understanding level between Zoom and Zoom+Otter.ai
is similar (p = 0.082 > 0.05 in Dunn’s posthoc test).
We then ran the Mann-Whitney U test to compare users’ ratings on transcript-related under-

standing questions between the MeetScript and Zoom+Otter.ai conditions. MeetScript users agreed
that the transcript helped them understand others’ ideas, whereas users in the Zoom+Otter.ai
condition did not agree with this statement. (Q6, p=0.001 < 0.05). Compared to Zoom+Otter.ai
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users, MeetScript users considered the transcript-based interactions to be more helpful in resolving
misunderstandings (Q8, p=0.000 < 0.05). While MeetScript users considered the transcript to in-
crease the transparency of the conversation, Zoom+Otter.ai did not think so (Q5, p=0.001 < 0.05).
Apart from this, MeetScript users considered the transcripts helpful for them to review previous
discussions and synthesize the group’s decision, whereas Zoom+Otter.ai users’ ratings were neutral
(Q9, p=0.000 < 0.05).

Summary of the findings in RQ4: MeetScript users exhibited an enhanced level of
recollection of their group decision-making rationale and individual team member’s
arguments. They also found the transcript beneficial for understanding ideas, resolving
misunderstandings, and reviewing discussions in contrast to users in the Zoom + Otter.ai
condition.

5.3.5 RQ5: What are user experiences in MeetScript, and what are areas for improvement? To analyze
the open-ended responses in the post-survey, we applied thematic analysis [13]. Two authors did
an initial round of open coding, discussed the initial codes, and then generated high-level themes.

MeetScript enables real-time, contextualized, andunobtrusive interactions.MostMeetScript
participants shared that they found the transcript-based interactions helpful for active participation
(35/42). First, they thought using features like comment/highlight/tag/save helped them interact
with peers in a more flexible and natural way (13/42), as P13 said, "In Zoom to share any idea on
someone else’s idea or to add any comment, you need to wait for your turn or interrupt the person
who is speaking, which at times is very uncomfortable and distracting. With this meeting tool, there
is no need to disturb the speaker, and I can use the comment, save bubble, and highlight feature to
share [my] thoughts." Participants also felt that the transcript-based interaction enhanced the group
atmosphere such that everyone was engaged in the discussion (5/42). As P9 said, "I like the ability
to highlight, tag, and save messages, and I think that keeps users more engaged." In contrast, users
in the Zoom+Otter.ai condition used the transcript-based interactions less frequently. One of the
reasons was that the annotations on the transcript were not well connected with the discussion
context (5/20), as P62 said, "I don’t think the annotation or comments in Otter.ai were very useful since
it is not well linked to a section in the transcript, but it is on the side and separated as a takeaway list.”
Besides, most Otter.ai users mentioned that the speakers were not differentiated and the transcripts
were disorganized, making it challenging to have extra interactions on the transcript (12/20); as
P64 said, It did not identify who is who during the meeting. During the meeting, it could not identify
the transcript based on the speakers. That made it difficult to follow who said what and make any
annotations.
Some participants in MeetScript thought commenting in the thread enabled them to add to

the previous discussion without interrupting others (10/42). As P14 said, “I like the interaction
functionality in MeetScript, which lets you leave the comment in any bubble that will not interrupt
the person who is speaking.” Additionally, some participants thought that comments based on the
transcript made their participation more contextualized (8/42). As P4 said, "I use the comment to
add to the previous discussion because the direct comment will not cause any confusion." They found
tagging to help them quickly summarize a conversation (6/42). As P5 said, "I like to use the tag as a
quick annotation. And after we finish proposing all of the potential ideas, we use the tag to vote for
which one we want to choose." However, we observed overall negative sentiment towards interacting
with the Otter.ai transcript during meetings (16/20), as P78 said, "It was just not very convenient to
use Otter.ai when I was trying to both reference Zoom and argue for my own ideas. Otter.ai was
not very useful in trying to annotate or comment on." Participants were also concerned about the
visibility of their interactions through Otter.ai (4/20), as P75 said, "The transcript moves along and
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continues scrolling even when I have text highlighted and am working on a comment, which made
annotating things being said recently difficult."

MeetScript helps users keepupwith the conversation in real-time Participants inMeetScript
indicated that they were less afraid of missing important information during the meeting (18/42).
P18 said, "MeetScript allows you to catch up with what you missed, that you won’t have the whole
group waiting for you to understand their ideas." Participants thought the transcripts and annotations
in MeetScript helped them understand others’ priorities (10/42). P39 said, "I like the interactive
features. They not only help me to organize the conversation but also help me to know what other
people are doing/thinking." Users found the highlighting feature to be useful in understanding others’
ideas (7/42). As P36 said, "The tools included in MeetScript, especially the transcript and highlighting
around the transcript, are very useful! It definitely cleared things up when I misheard someone or if I
didn’t get to the key point." Similarly, some users in Otter.ai also found the transcripts helpful for
keeping track of the conversation (8/20), but many of them felt reading the transcript in Otter.ai to
be distracting (15/20), as P67 said, "Zoom & otter.ai is distracting to use together because there is a lot
going on. Although it only took me a couple of extra seconds to use these features, these few seconds
took my attention away from the conversation, and therefore, I lost track of it.”
MeetScript benefits post-meeting review and reflectionMeetScript users found the tran-

script helpful for them to review previous discussions and synthesize the group decision after a
meeting (30/42). Most users thought the transcript in MeetScript to be super accurate and performed
better than other meeting tools they had used (24/42). As P32 said, "The transcription was outstand-
ingly accurate. I did not notice that [any] of my words were wrong, even though I have an accent." The
accuracy of the transcript influenced how users received the transcript in post-meeting reviews, and
many users in the Zoom+Otter.ai condition complained about the errors in the transcript (10/20),
as P74 said, "A lot of the words were very wrong, to the point where I could not comprehend what was
being said.” Participants in Meetscript felt being able to review the annotated transcript after a
meeting helped them keep track of what had happened (22/42). As P32 said, ‘‘I love being able to
go back and review important info without having to have a dedicated note taker in the meeting. "
MeetScript users found it easy to navigate an annotated transcript and find important information
(6/42). P24 mentioned, "The transcript, transcript editing, and mini-map make reviewing previous
conversations much easier, and they are not available anywhere else, which makes MeetScript the
go-to choice for every scenario." On the other hand, most participants in Zoom+Otter.ai cannot
recognize the benefits of reviewing transcripts post a meeting, with one of the reasons being a lack
of navigation support (5/20), as P69 mentioned, "I couldn’t see who said what in the transcripts which
made it hard to look back at the conversations. Besides, Otter.ai seemed a bit hard to navigate and find
certain information in such a long document. "
Users are interested in using MeetScript in academic and workplace contexts. In the

survey, we asked the users to compare MeetScript with other video meeting setups they had used
(e.g., Zoom) to see what they liked or disliked about MeetScript, and in what scenarios they would
prefer to use MeetScript. Among the 42 MeetScript users, 4 users said they preferred to use Zoom
for all future meetings since they were used to it and it was more stable than MeetScript. The other
38 users said they’d prefer to use MeetScript in some contexts. Among them, 10 users explicitly
said that they preferred to use MeetScript in all meeting scenarios if existing UI bugs were resolved,
and the transcript became more accurate. Some participants thought MeetScript would be more
useful for online lectures and presentations in academic contexts. In these circumstances, it is not
convenient for everyone to speak up when they want. P15 said "I would prefer Zoom for more active
discussions and MeetScript for more presentation/lecture types where it is not possible for participants
to speak during the presentation yet they still want to share their ideas/highlight.". Some users think
MeetScript would be good for project-based group discussions. They commented that saving the
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content is especially important for their project meetings. As P40 said, "I would prefer this for group
meetings as this would allow me to keep track of all the ideas, especially for the report. ". Participants
also see the potential of using MeetScript in cross-cultural group discussion as P32 said, "I would
prefer this system in foreign language settings, or when talking with people with strong accents." Some
participants mentioned the ability to use this tool to do qualitative research and interviews, as P33
said, "This system would greatly benefit qualitative researchers or journalists who conduct interviews,
etc. I liked the tag feature a lot; the idea of it seems very beneficial, especially in the research setting."
On the other hand, participants expressed preferring Zoom for casual chats when there is no need
to keep track of the conversation. In contrast, most participants in the Zoom+ Otter.ai sessions said
they would prefer to use Zoom only since the transcript was more distracting rather than helpful.
Challenges in Using MeetScript. While users reported many benefits of using MeetScript,

they also mentioned challenges they faced. First, a few participants (4/42) felt distracted when
interacting with the transcript during the discussion. As P18mentioned, "I think it was a little difficult
to monitor and interact with the transcripts while also being an active listener and participator." While
in Zoom+Otter.ai sessions, most participants (15/20) mentioned the transcripts to be distracting.
This suggests the mechanisms we designed to reduce the cognitive load and information density
in the transcript were helpful, but there are still opportunities to improve it for more natural and
richer interaction. Some participants mentioned there was a learning curve in using the system.
P10 said "I was really confused with how it worked at first, so the learning curve was a bit steep.
But then I feel I like the saving and highlighting features, and it allows more interaction than other
platforms that I have used. However, because there are so many new features for MeetScript, it can be
overwhelming, especially for a new user. " Second, a few users disliked how the transcript bubbles
without interactions disappeared. P9 said, "I think the transcribed messages should not disappear after
3 minutes, though, because if someone forgot to interact with a message, the message would disappear.
It can be better if it is folded or unfolded rather than completely disappear." In future work, we plan to
provide more user control so that users can fold or unfold transcript bubbles when needed. Third,
some users mentioned they were uncertain whether other team members noticed their annotations
on the transcript. P7 said "When I add a comment or highlight, I don’t think people really noticed
what I said or highlighted. " In future work, we plan to experiment with notification mechanisms to
make the transcript-based interactions more explicit.

Design Suggestions for MeetScript Users also provided valuable feedback for us to continue
improving the MeetScript system. First, for easier navigation, participants wanted to have additional
ways to filter information. P25 said, "Each person’s transcript should appear in a different color, and
a filter should be added so that I can find a specific person’s words more easily." They also hope to
see more information on the interaction heat map to help them better locate information on the
transcript. P33 said, "I think it would also be really nice to be able to see things on the minimap,
like the tags, or a symbol that shows comments on one square, etc." Some users expected to see a
more concise transcript. P26 mentioned, " I think one way to further improve this app is to shorten
the transcript and just keep the useful information. Many words are not needed for understanding."
Meanwhile, participants proposed additional interaction options they’d like to use, for example,
emojis. P2 said, ‘‘I think it would be nice if there was a feature that allowed peers to agree with each
other on the transcripts as opposed to having to comment, so something like a thumbs-up button, and
this would also be able to keep track of the popularity of ideas."
Summary of findings in RQ5: MeetScript was found to enhance real-time, contextu-

alized, and unobtrusive interactions, improve understanding of group discussions, and
facilitate post-meeting review, in contrast to real-time transcripts provided by traditional
videoconferencing platforms. Users have suggested enhancing the MeetScript system
by implementing additional navigation and filtering options, condensing transcripts to
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retain only essential information, and adding interactive features like emojis and thumbs-
up buttons for agreement and tracking the popularity of ideas. Users also mentioned
challenges, including the initial learning curve in using the system and distractions.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Extending the Communication Space in Video Meetings to Support Active

Participation and Understanding
Our evaluation study provides quantitative and qualitative evidence that MeetScript provides
effective parallel participation channels in group video meetings. By comparing two baseline
conditions (Zoom and Zoom+Otter.ai), we show thatmeeting attendants have statistically significant
more non-verbal participation when using MeetScript. MeetScript users generally considered the
system to be usable, and across the experimental sessions, participants came up with a variety of
creative ways to use the transcript-based interactions. The interactions that require lower effort,
specifically "highlight" and "like" are more heavily used than other interaction options, while more
elaborate annotations or comments can provide valuable insights and promote deeper discussions.
Importantly, MeetScript users regard their team members’ transcript-based interactions as valuable
contributions to the discussion. These findings align with the study on how student collaborative
annotation can enhance collaboration and learning outcomes in education settings [31], and we
extend these studies into group video meeting scenarios.

In addition, we see promising results that MeetScript improves meeting participants’ recollection
of their team’s decision-making processes and individual team members’ ideas compared to the two
baselines. Compared to a widely adopted transcription service Otter.ai, MeetScript users display
entirely different sentiments toward using transcripts to facilitate video meetings. MeetScript users
find the transcripts to be helpful in increasing meeting transparency, resolving misunderstandings,
understanding their teammates’ ideas, and reviewing and synthesizing prior discussions. However,
Otter.ai users mostly disagreed with such statements.

We consider MeetScript to be a further step in investigating how to extend the communication
space in video meetings, which resonates with other work on extending the parallel communication
channel alongside video conferences [74, 89, 94]. We show evidence that live transcripts can be used
as an extra communication space when the system visualizes transcripts through a readable interface
that aligns with the conversation flow, invites contextualized and low-effort user interactions, and
embeds information filtering mechanisms that help users locate important information.

6.2 Design Implications on Using Transcripts to Facilitate Video Meetings.
The design and development of MeetScript suggest that when we provide a real-time transcript
to users, which is added information, it is critical to design techniques that keep the essential
information and helps users better navigate the added information. The goal is to provide an
appropriate amount of information while not overwhelming the users. Specifically, the three
techniques to reduce information density we implemented in MeetScript were well-received by
participants to help them reduce the cognitive load in processing the transcript. Based on the
evaluation study findings, we propose four design implications for researchers and practitioners
when they develop video meeting platforms facilitated by real-time transcripts or collaborative
sense-making tools.

First, it is important to address the issue of distraction faced by some participants when interacting
with a transcript (or any external documents) during a video meeting. In MeetScript, we found
visualizing the transcript document that resembles the discussion process to be a useful strategy
[97]. Future work may explore the integration of AI techniques to enhance the functionality of
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MeetScript, e.g., summarization-based techniques [42, 56, 94] to extract important ideas for users.
Specifically, user annotations can serve as an important input for summarization algorithms to
produce more reliable outcomes [94]. For example, prior work has developed human-AI techniques
to generate meeting summaries[18] and employed user-generated tags and pre-defined hashtags to
structure long conversations[36, 95].
Second, in the evaluation study, we found that some users preferred to receive a condensed

version of the transcript, whereas others wanted the flexibility to go back to the content that was
filtered out by the system. We recommend giving users more control over what information they
read and retrieve in future system design. For example, the transcript panel may only show a
skeleton of information, while the users can hover over it to get more details.
Third, it is exciting that many MeetScript users considered transcript-based interactions to be

valuable contributions to the conversation and helped them keep up with the discussion. Moreover,
in the post-survey, users expressed the desire for their interactions on the transcript to be noticed
and received by the team. Future design could consider how to make transcript-based interactions
more visible, e.g., through explicit notification, as a way to encourage diverse participation channels
for online video meetings.
Lastly, users also gave feedback to further improve the usability of the system. For example,

introducing advanced navigation and filtering techniques. Users also wanted to have additional
interaction options and use emojis to express agreement or support.

6.3 Adapt MeetScript to Support Diverse Usage Scenarios
Although our need-finding and evaluation studies are mainly focused on video meetings with
relatively small group sizes (3-5), we envision MeetScript can be extended to more diverse scenarios.
Based on user feedback, we found the great potential of using MeetScript in educational settings,
especially in lectures. Some problems the participants mentioned, e.g., people cannot keep up with
long monologues, it is hard to receive information from speakers passively, and it feels intimidating
to interrupt, are similar to students’ challenges to keep up with lectures. While in educational
settings, there is a stronger need for students to understand the content and learn from each other
[5, 88]. Previous studies in educational contexts have found that activities such as creating concept
maps for MOOCs videos benefit student learning more than passively receiving a lecture [19]. In
future work, we hope to extend MeetScript as a collaborative annotation tool for lectures and video
tutorials to help students actively learn during and post lectures.
Previous studies emphasized the need to support non-native speakers to keep up with rapid

conversations in a new language [27]. Some researchers have explored the usage of clarification
agents to help non-native speakers to ask questions [26]. Others have explored incorporating
automated transcripts to help non-native speakers to solve confusion with native speakers’ annota-
tion [35]. MeetScript may provide more channels for non-native speakers to participate and make
contextualized annotations.
We also envision MeetScript to support people with hard of hearing in meetings. Deaf and

Hard-of-Hearing (DHH) users face accessibility challenges during in-person and remote meetings
[75]. Previous studies found that adding highlights on keywords in lecture videos could improve
deaf or hard-of-hearing students’ learning experiences [47]. Previous research also mentioned
the need for improving the quality of automatically-generated transcripts to help DHH users in
meetings [75]. We envision non-DHH users may help edit and correct transcripts through systems
such as MeetScript to help DHH users.
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6.4 Limitation
First, the presented study of MeetScript focused on new teams where team members did not
know each other before. This resembles the experience for many in-class project discussions
and ad-hoc project meetings in workplaces [80]. The results found in this work would apply to
new and non-established teams. We will leave it to future work to explore how such systems
influence the collaboration dynamics in established teams. And it would be valuable to investigate
the long-term effects of MeetScript on team collaboration and decision-making, as well as the
potential impact on remote work practices. Second, although we found positive results that teams
using MeetScript had better recollections of their teams’ decision rationale and individual team
members’ ideas, recollection does not equal in-situ understanding since users had a reference
panel when they answered the survey questions. In future work, we would like to further evaluate
whether MeetScript can enhance people’s in-situ understanding of the content and lead to higher-
quality collaborative outcomes. Third, we recruited the participants of the evaluation study from
a mailing list at one university, and we ran the evaluation study with small group meetings. In
future evaluation and deployment studies, we hope to recruit a more diverse group of participants.
Further research could also examine the scalability of MeetScript in larger group settings and across
different types of organizations, industries, and use cases. Fourth, the sample size among the three
conditions was unequal since it is challenging to find 12 groups of 4 for all three conditions. We
think having an equal number of participants among the three conditions will add to the robustness
and power of the statistics. Last, the current prototype system had remaining usability issues, e.g.,
delays or errors in live-transcript at times. There is also a big learning curve for people to learn to
use and adapt to this system. These factors may have influenced people’s usage and interactions
with the system. In the next step, we plan to run a longitudinal study to study people’s behaviors
once they become familiar with the system.

7 CONCLUSION
We present MeetScript, a system that offers parallel participation channels for online meeting
participants through a real-time interactive meeting transcript. MeetScript visualizes a conversation
through a chat-alike interface, enables users to make annotations contextualized in the discussion,
and introduces mechanisms to help users filter important information and easily navigate the
transcript. We investigate methods to present live transcripts that do not add extra cognitive load
on users while they are having a conversation. In an evaluation with 80 users, we demonstrate that
MeetScript significantly increases the non-verbal participation of video meeting users. Additionally,
MeetScripts users show better recollection of their teams’ decisions making processes and individual
team members’ arguments. Participants find the transcripts in MeetScript to be more useful and
understandable compared to a baseline condition using Otter.ai. We discuss the promises of using
live transcripts as an extra communication space for meeting attendants and the implications
of supporting active participation and understanding while not overwhelming users with extra
information.
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Gender Age Ethnicity Location Education Occupation

Male 21 - 30 Asian Asia Bachelor’s Degree Graduate Student
Female 10 - 20 Asian Asia High School College Student
Female 21 - 30 Asian North America Bachelor’s Degree Graduate Student
Male 30 - 40 White North America Ph.D. or higher Professor
Female 30 - 40 Asian North America Ph.D. or higher Professor
Female 21 - 30 Asian Asia Bachelor’s Degree Graduate Student
Male 21 - 30 Asian Asia Bachelor’s Degree Product Manager
Female 21 - 30 Asian Europe High School College Student
Male 30 - 40 Asian Asia Bachelor’s Degree Engineer
Female 10 - 20 Asian Asia High School College Student
Male 21 - 30 Black or African American North America High School College Student
Male 21 - 30 White Europe Bachelor’s Degree Programmer
Female 21 - 30 Black or African American North America High School E-commerce
Male 21 - 30 Black or African American Africa Bachelor’s Degree Pharmacist
Female 10 - 20 Black or African American North America High School E-commerce
Male 21 - 30 Black or African American North America Bachelor’s Degree Software Engineer
Male 50+ White North America Ph.D. or higher High School Principal
Female 50+ Black or African American North America Master’s Degree program consultant
Male 21 - 30 Asian North America Bachelor’s Degree Game Developer
Female 10 - 20 White North America Bachelor’s Degree Graduate Student
Female 21 - 30 White Europe Bachelor’s Degree Marketing Professionals

Table 3. The demographic information of participants in the speed-dating study

Fig. 9. Example coding for measuring the understanding level. One author generated ground truth
answers for the final decision and decision-making process of a group. Two authors then coded all participants’
answers, assigning them a score based on the products chosen and the reasoning behind those choices. They
calculated a normalized understanding level by using the ratio of each participant’s final score to the group’s
total score.
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Scenario Design Concept Solution in Storyboards
The listener has difficulties in
comprehension

Provide ways for users
to keep track of the dis-
cussion

1 Provide real-time interactive transcripts to
which people can collaboratively add annota-
tions.

The speaker has difficulties in
conveying ideas

Provide more channels
to convey ideas

2 Users can sketch ideas and append it to the cor-
responding transcript

The speaker receives
misleading feedback from the
audience

Provide explicit way
for the speaker to
check understanding

3 The speaker can send an understanding check
and questions are automatically extracted from
transcript

When someone is confused,
they lack channels to express
confusion comfortably

Provide more ways for
people to give feedback

4 Enable anonymous and private comments on
transcripts for people to ask questions

5 Users couldmark sentences in the live transcript
as "confusing", and the speaker can receive no-
tifications

Some people are shy and cannot
find time to speak or ask ques-
tions

Give everyone opportu-
nities to express ideas

6 Users can participate through
text/reactions/emojis on the transcript.

Users feel cognitively occupied
when balancing listening,
speaking, and managing the
process at the same time

Reduce the overload of
reading full transcript

7 Only present important transcript to users

Include time manage-
ment services in meet-
ings

8 Participants can upload their agenda and time
allocation plan and see a progress bar during
the meeting.

People cannot process the
information when others speak
for too long

Reduce the efforts on
processing and synthe-
sizing information

9 Provide summaries and key points

Extract highlights from
monologues

10 The speakers themselves can highlight what is
important in the transcript when speaking

Table 4. The list of scenarios, design concepts, and storyboards. The goal of the speed-dating study is
to quickly test design ideas and explore participants’ preferences and boundaries when using technologies to
support active participation in group video meetings.
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Otter.ai MeetScript
Features Pros & Cons Features Pros & Cons

Transcript
Interface

document-like interface low readability chat message with differ-
ent color

more readable

Output transcript in a
long paragraph

Hard to find information Chunk transcript into
bubbles based on single
utterance

Less information density

Automatic speaker recog-
nition post-meeting

No in-meeting speaker dif-
ferentiation services. Not
stable.

Differentiate speakers
through browser input
Conversation

More stable

The transcript is sepa-
rated with the video con-
ferencing interface

more configuration to con-
nect the service

Transcript is connected
to the audio/video in the
same interface

Less configuration effort

Features for
in-situ par-
ticipation

Edit in post-meeting Can not correct transcript er-
rors during meeting

Edit in real-time and
post-meeting

Enable add/delete/edit tran-
script during meeting

N/A N/A Tag to add high-level la-
bel

Help with synthesize and re-
organize the discussion

Comment based on selec-
tion and integrated into
the "Takeaway” panel

Comment is separated from
the transcript and integrated
to a side panel. It is good
to synthesize takeaways but
not proper for real-time con-
tribution to the conversion.

The comment is based on
transcript bubbles

People can participate in
the conversation through
the threaded comment. And
they can synthesize the com-
ment in the interaction In-
teraction History Panel. The
anonymous transcript is en-
abled

Highlight Only one color Highlight In different colors
N/A N/A like Quick archive and attitude

expression
Assign action item Useful for task assignment N/A Can be realized through tag-

ging
Insert screenshot Useful for capturing image

information
N/A N/A

Features to
help keep
up with the
conversa-
tion

All the transcript is kept
on the interface

Hard to quickly retrieve the
long transcript

Only transcript with in-
teraction is left on the in-
terface

More easily to find informa-
tion with only informative
transcript

Takeaway panel to show
all interactions

Helpful for synthesizing and
locating information

Interaction Interaction
History Panel to show
one’s own interaction

Helpful for synthesizing and
locating information

N/A N/A Minimap to visualize the
information density

Quickly navigate the long
transcript during the discus-
sion

AI-generated out-
line/keywords in
post-meeting

Can be useful to review the
conversation post-meeting
but not accurate enough

N/A N/A

Table 5. The novelty of the MeetScript system
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